Twin studies have long been recognized for their value in learning about the aetiology of disease and specifically for their potential for separating genetic effects from environmental effects. The recent upsurge of interest in life-course epidemiology and the study of developmental influences on later health has provided a new impetus to study twins as a source of unique insights. Twins are of special interest because they provide naturally matched pairs where the confounding effects of a large number of potentially causal factors (such as maternal nutrition or gestation length) may be removed by comparisons between twins who share them. The traditional tool of epidemiological 'risk factor analysis' is the regression model, but it is not straightforward to transfer standard regression methods to twin data, because the analysis needs to reflect the paired structure of the data, which induces correlation between twins. This paper reviews the use of more specialized regression methods for twin data, based on generalized least squares or linear mixed models, and explains the relationship between these methods and the commonly used approach of analysing within-twin-pair difference values. Methods and issues of interpretation are illustrated using an example from a recent study of the association between birth weight and cord blood erythropoietin. We focus on the analysis of continuous outcome measures but review additional complexities that arise with binary outcomes. We recommend the use of a general model that includes separate regression coefficients for within-twin-pair and between-pair effects, and provide guidelines for the interpretation of estimates obtained under this model.
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Statistics, twin studies, regression models, data correlation Epidemiological data analysis concerning risk factors relies heavily on regression models, which seek to 'explain' the variation in an outcome of interest in terms of differences in one or more risk factors (which we may refer to more generally as covariates). Regression modelling provides a flexible set of tools for examining such associations while allowing either for potentially confounding effects of other factors or for interaction effects (effect modification). Epidemiologists are well aware that despite the use of terms such as 'effect' for a regression coefficient, regression modelling only describes associations among variables, so that inferences about causation must be made with extreme caution. 1 A prominent example of the use of regression models in epidemiological studies of the early life origins of disease has been in relating cardiovascular outcomes in later childhood or adulthood to birth weight. Several studies have shown that people with lower birth weight tend to have slightly higher risk of coronary heart disease. 2, 3 The paired structure of data arising from twins presents a number of challenges in the construction, estimation, and interpretation of regression models. Although there has been an explosion of statistical literature on methods for modelling correlated data, there has been relatively little discussion of these methods in the epidemiological literature, and, so far as we are aware, none in the specific context of twins. At the same time, interest in using data from twins to illuminate aetiological questions in life-course epidemiology continues to grow. For example, a recent systematic review identified 10 studies of twins, which examined the association between birth weight and later blood pressure. 4 This review failed to define clearly the meanings of 'unpaired' and 'paired' analyses, and statistical methods used under each of these names differed among these studies.
In this paper, we aim to explain in non-technical terms the distinctions and connections among different regression modelling approaches that may be adopted for twin data, and provide recommendations on how they should be used and interpreted. We focus primarily on the analysis of a continuous outcome measure where the covariate of interest is also continuous, for several reasons. First, this type of analysis has been especially prominent in recent epidemiological studies of twins. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Second, outcomes of this kind support a more detailed unpacking of associations that may differ when examined within twin pairs and between twin pairs compared with binary or ordinal outcomes. Third, the statistical issues associated with fitting some of the models of interest (using so-called random effects) become more complex with binary outcomes.
For expository purposes, we use an example in which we investigated shared (maternal) and individual (twin) factors that may be predictive of birth weight: thus birth weight is the outcome of interest, rather than a potential predictor of later cardiovascular outcomes as in much of the recent literature. In particular, there is interest in factors that may be associated with growth restriction and/or pre-term delivery. Twin pregnancies offer a unique opportunity to study the contributions of and interactions between shared and individual factors, for example, between maternal factors (common to both twins) and 'supply line' factors (e.g. placental, which may differ between twins). In the present example, we examined the association between cord blood erythropoietin (EPO) and birth weight. 11 We begin by introducing the dataset, and then we provide a detailed description of three different regression-based approaches to the data, exploring the rationale for the models that underlie the methods. All three approaches have been used and recommended in various combinations in order to investigate the extent to which associations may reflect factors shared by two twins in a pair [e.g. fixed maternal factors such as diet and socioeconomic background, genes for monozygotic (MZ) twins] vs factors that could differ between twins [e.g. fetal nutrient supply line, genes for dizygotic twins (DZ)]. 5, [7] [8] [9] After discussing the results of these three analytic approaches for the example, extensions of the methods to handle a dichotomous outcome are considered. Finally, some general discussion and recommendations for practice are offered, along with further comments on other issues such as the potential use of zygosity information for assessing the importance of genetic effects.
Example: birth weight and EPO
In a recently published analysis, 11 we examined the association between birth weight standard deviation score (or 'Z-score', the birth weight standardized to a reference distribution for gestational age and sex), as outcome, and cord blood EPO, as independent variable. The rationale for modelling birth weight in terms of EPO was that the latter is a marker for hypoxic stress in utero, and the investigators were interested in the hypothesis that higher levels of EPO would be associated with growth restriction and, thus, lower birth weight for gestational age. All analyses used log 2 EPO, so that regression coefficients can be interpreted as the mean difference in outcome per doubling of EPO concentration.
In Table 1 we present a range of results from various regression analyses of the birth weight-EPO data, from 110 DZ twin pairs. Initially we ignore the presence of several covariates of interest, although the full analysis focused on possible effect modification by some of these covariates. We checked that it was reasonable to assume a linear relationship between birth weight and log EPO.
The regression models
To describe the models we introduce some notation. We use Y to denote the outcome and X the covariate of immediate interest, with i used to index twin pairs and j 51, 2 to index individual twins within pairs, so Y ij , X ij , represent, respectively, the outcome and covariate value for the jth twin of the ith pair. The expected value of Y ij , given the value of X ij , is denoted by E(Y ij ).
(1) Regression on X alone (treating twins 'as individuals,' ignoring paired nature of data)
The simplest approach is to use least squares to find the bestfitting values of b 0 and b C in the following model:
In this notation b C represents the average rate of change in Y for every unit increase in X (based on variation between subjects, so not necessarily applying for an individual). The standard 'ordinary least squares' (OLS) method for fitting model (1) treats all the Y ij values as independent given the corresponding covariate values; see Figure 1 for illustration using the birth weight-EPO data. This makes no allowance for the fact that outcome values from pairs of twins might well tend to be more similar than values from two unrelated individuals, so that they are not statistically independent. OLS estimates are, therefore, presented only as a point of comparison, not as an approach that should actually be used for twin data. Using standard OLS to fit a simple regression model of form (1) has three problems. First, the standard method for calculating standard errors when using OLS is not correct in the context of twin data. Assuming independence wrongly treats each observation as providing the same information about the regression slope.
This may lead to standard errors that are either too large or too small (depending on the underlying correlation structure) and, hence, to confidence intervals (CIs) and P-values that are invalid. Methods of estimation that explicitly allow for the correlation structure, such as the generalized least squares (GLS) approaches described below, will produce valid standard errors. For completeness, however, we note that it is possible to produce 'robust' (information-sandwich) standard errors and CIs for OLS estimates, where the correlation structure is acknowledged in calculating standard errors but not used in estimating the regression parameters 12 (see Table 1 for illustration).
The second problem relates to the properties of the OLS estimates of the regression coefficients, not just the standard error estimation. In large samples the OLS estimates are unbiased, so the method is not strictly invalid, if the robust standard error calculation is used. However, it can be improved upon, since the paired structure of the data provides additional information that can contribute to finding a better straight-line fit. Formalization of this argument underlies the GLS method of estimation, which applies differential weighting to the data points in a manner that reflects the correlation structure. A simple model allowing a common correlation within each pair of twins and independence between unrelated individuals is the natural starting point. We use the term GLS to refer to the weighted estimation of regression parameters using particular values for the error variance and correlation-the parameters required to describe the variability and correlation around the mean values determined by Equation (1); see below. These variance-covariance parameters need to be estimated from the data, and particular implementations of 'GLS' differ according to how this estimation is performed, although the practical differences are minimal for twin data.
Two widely used approaches are (i) maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) (or a variation called 'restricted' ML or 'REML') and (ii) generalized estimating equations (GEEs). These approaches yield essentially the same result in the current context of continuous outcome and continuous exposure (e.g. Table 1 ). The ML approach is sometimes referred to as 'modelbased' and in particular said to be based on a 'mixed model,' since the underlying model may be conceived as arising from inclusion of a 'random effect' along with the standard 'fixed' effects in the expected value specification (1). This is often presented as follows:
where a i is a 'random' shift in the intercept applying to both twins in pair i and e ij is the usual individual-specific random error, and each of these is modelled as normally distributed (independently of each other), with zero mean, and variances s 2 a and s 2 e , respectively. This model is completely equivalent to the alternative specification
where d ij is an error term that has variance s estimation is that with GEE it is usual to use the 'robust' method for standard error estimation, rather than a modelbased method. If the data do not closely follow a normal distribution or the sample size is not large enough, then the resulting standard error estimates may be somewhat different. See Appendix for commands used in the Stata package (Release 9.0, Stata Corporation, College Station, TX) to obtain these and other estimates shown in Table 1 . For a tutorial introduction to the concepts of weighted estimation and generalized estimating equations see Hanley et al.
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(2) Multiple regression: including the co-twin X value in the model
The third problem with OLS regression goes beyond issues relating to the methods used for fitting the model: it may be that the specification for the expected value of Y ij is inadequate.
Model (1) assumes that the average difference between outcome (Y ) values for a given difference between covariate (X) values is the same whether we are comparing two unrelated individuals or two twins. This assumption may be untrue, and to investigate it we need to fit a more general regression model that allows the covariate effect to differ within and between twin pairs. Another way of expressing this is to say that there may be information about the value of Y ij in the co-twin's X value as well as in the subject's own X. Note that this issue, concerning the appropriate specification of the model for the expected value (mean) of Y ij given the X values, is quite distinct from the matter of the statistical technique used to obtain estimates of the model parameters.
An acceptable formulation for a more general model is as follows:
where X X i represents the mean value of X for twin pair i. The within-pair coefficient b W gives the expected change in Y for a one-unit change in the difference between the individual X and the twin-pair average X value, while holding the latter constant. The between-pair coefficient b B gives the expected change in Y for a one-unit change in the twin-pair average X, while holding the individual deviation from the average constant. Because the two covariates X ij À X X i and X X i are algebraically derived from the original X values for the ith twin pair, there are many different ways in which this regression model can be expressed and these lead to different possible interpretations.
Some insight into the interpretation of formulation (2) may be obtained by considering alternative possible values of the two coefficients, b W and b B . To begin with, suppose that b W 5 b B . In this case the model reduces to model (1) since the effect of the twin-pair mean cancels out, and thus the expected difference in Y for a given difference in X is the same whether we compare within or between twin pairs.
We illustrate this model and other possibilities with a diagram using a small number of 'randomly generated' hypothetical twin pairs, with X and Y distributions similar to those of X 5 log EPO and Y 5 birth weight Z-score in the example (except that the strength of the linear trends has been increased to make the distinctions between models clearer). The first row of Figure 2 illustrates model (1), which is the special case of model (2) where b W and b B are identical. In the row labelled 2a, the between-pair coefficient b B is zero and the only systematic source of variation in Y ij is within-pair variation in X: an individual's outcome can be predicted by how different their X value is from their co-twin's, but once this is accounted for the outcome does not depend on the value of X. If this model were to hold it would appear to rule out hypotheses that involve X representing common causal factors (maternal, environmental, and genetic) shared between twins. Row 2b illustrates the other extreme possibility, where the within-pair coefficient b W is zero and the only systematic variation relates to the 'common' factor represented by the average X value of the two twins. If this model were true, then it would suggest that outcome variation is explained only by between-pair variation in X, although it is important to note that there could well be other within-pair factors operating through pathways unrelated to X. Row 2c illustrates a general case, where both coefficients are non-zero and of the same sign, but not equal.
Given a set of (X, Y ) data on twin pairs, there is again a variety of estimation methods that could be applied to fit model (2) and obtain estimates of the two parameters b W and b B , along with a test statistic to assess the null hypothesis that b W and b B are equal. It turns out that all of the standard methods, including OLS, lead to the same (point) estimates for these regression coefficients.
14 Again, however, valid standard errors are only obtained by methods that respect the paired structure of the data, for instance MLE under a model allowing correlation within pairs, or the robust sandwich variance method. Before trusting the results of any such analysis one should check that the usual assumptions of linear regression are satisfied, in particular that the scale of measurement of Y is such that the additive model specification for between-pair and within-pair effects is reasonable.
(3) Regression using twin-pair difference values
A third, widely used, approach to regression with twin data is based on analysing paired-difference values. We define the differences between X and Y values within each pair by ordering the twins according to birth order, say, leading to
If we assume that model (2) holds, then, by subtracting on left-hand and right-hand sides, we find
Both the constant term b 0 and the between-pair effect b B X X i are cancelled out by the subtraction. The resulting difference values are independent of each other so b W can be estimated by performing OLS regression on the differences, with the constraint that the fitted regression line must pass through the origin, i.e. the point where
The same result is obtained irrespective of the basis on which the twins are ordered within pairs (e.g. Figure 3 ). It is also important to note that the same simple linear regression relationship of difference in Y vs difference in X holds if model (1), viewed as a special case of model (2), is true, i.e. if b B 5 b W 5 b C . It follows that if the analysis is based solely on within-pair differences then we cannot distinguish between models (1) and (2): the difference analysis only provides information on the within-pair covariate effect.
Results and interpretation for the example
We display estimates using the three approaches for the EPObirth weight data from 110 DZ twin pairs in Table 1 . In this example the estimated value of b W is considerably larger (more negative) than that of b B . A test that the two coefficients are equal reveals strong evidence against the null hypothesis (P 5 0.007 by likelihood ratio or Wald test), so the adjustment for pair-level factors (by way of the pair mean term) clearly improves the fit of the model. Further insight can be gained from the fact that the twin-specific deviation from the pair mean, X i1 À X X i , can be re-expressed as half the difference between the two twin's X values:
Þ =2, so we are using both twins' values in the model to estimate b W with a constraint that the effects are equal and opposite for each twin in a pair. The model-fitting results show that using X ij À X X i rather than simply the twin's own value X ij as a single predictor provides a better fit to the data, indicating that the relative value of X within a twin pair is more useful in predicting Y than the absolute level of X.
In summary, fitting model (1) for the expected value of Y essentially ignores the pairing between the twins, fitting a standard linear regression that treats the twins 'as individuals'. In this example we find an estimated regression coefficient ðb b C Þ that varies from À0.19 to À0.24, depending on the estimation method. Approach (2) estimates two regression coefficients, a 'within-pair' and a 'between-pair' effect. For this model the different estimation methods produce the same coefficient estimates, but the key point of interest (in this example) is that the within-pair coefficient is much larger (in absolute value) than the between-pair, while the original single coefficient from Model (1) is midway between the two. 15 This second approach has only appeared recently in twin data analyses. 9, 16, 17 The third approach (3 in Table 1 ) is based on reducing the data to paired differences between twins, and regressing the difference in outcome against the difference in the independent variable, with the intercept constrained to zero. Note that the resulting regression coefficient is exactly the same as the within-pair effect from Model (2). The paired-difference method has been much used in the twin research literature.
7,8,18
Inclusion of other covariates, effect modification
In many twin studies the research question of interest relates not simply to the strength of linear association between outcome and covariate considered across all twins, but to whether a linear association is modified by twin characteristics, including environmental and genetic factors. For example, Morley et al. 11 examined whether the negative birth size-EPO association was stronger in infants delivered by elective Caesarean section than by other delivery modes. They focussed on the within-pair association measured by b W since this is free of any confounding due to shared maternal, genetic, or environmental factors. These analyses can be performed by including interaction terms involving other covariates in model (2) or in the paired-difference approach of model (3), but the more general model (2) approach allows examination of between-pair effects and related interactions as well.
Models for dichotomous outcomes
Many epidemiological studies use dichotomous outcomes rather than continuous measures. We have concentrated most of this paper on continuous outcomes because this has been the focus of most of the recent interest in this type of twin study regression modelling. One reason for this may be that there is more scope to distinguish between different sources of variation when examining a continuously varying measure than a simple dichotomy. In addition, however, although the same general considerations carry over from the previous discussion to fitting logistic regression models to binary outcomes, there is an important additional complication. We will outline this briefly in the context of a further illustrative analysis involving the association of EPO level with the risk of the baby being born at low birth weight. For the purpose of this illustration we define low birth weight as being .1 SD below expected weight, based on gender and gestational age at birth; 47/220 (21%) of twins met this definition. Parallel to model (1), for the binary outcome it is natural to start with the logistic regression specification:
where p ij denotes the probability that Y ij is positive on the dichotomous outcome (i.e. the baby has low birth weight in this example). Note that p ij is also the expected value of Y ij , if Y ij is coded 1 for 'yes' and 0 for 'no', but importantly the model no longer relates this mean value itself in a linear fashion to the regression parameters. Along with the fact that the errors around the expected value for the dichotomous Y ij cannot be assumed to be normal (a binomial model applies), this means that constructing a full model that allows for correlation between responses within twin pairs, along the lines of (1a) above, is not straightforward. Essentially, the problem is that if one adds a random effect to the linear predictor in (1D) then one obtains a conditionally specified log-odds for the event of interest: log-odds represented by the pair-specific (starred) parameters in (1Da) represents association within a twin-pair, and when one averages out over twin pairs the relationship in the logodds scale is attenuated. The degree of attenuation increases with the strength of intra-pair correlation. 21, 22 When we now consider the central concern of this paper, that the 'twins-as-individuals' model of type (1) should be considered only as a special case of the more general model (2) , in which within-pair and between-pair effects may be clearly separated, the extension to binary outcomes is complicated by the distinction between marginal and conditional models. It is natural to consider the analogue of (2):
but there are now two versions of this model, one using the marginal (population-averaged) specification, and the other the conditional (pair-specific) specification. Each of these models may be fitted readily with modern software, using the GEE approach for the marginal specification, and a ML approach (requiring numerical integration) for the pairspecific model; see Appendix for details in Stata. However, the two different approaches estimate different quantities and require different interpretations, although assessments of statistical significance are generally consistent between the two approaches. 21 Results for the EPO example are displayed in Table 2 . The standard logistic regression and GEE approaches produce only slightly different estimates of the common odds ratio parameter [exp(b C )], while the ML estimate of exp b * C À Á is somewhat larger. These differences are consistent with a modest intrapair correlation in the dichotomous outcome (estimated at 0.2 by the GEE approach, 0.37 by the random effects/MLE approach). Comparing with the results for model (2), we see (as for the continuous outcome) that the model (1) (2) could be used to assess evidence for differential between-pair and within-pair effects, but the parameter of primary interest is likely to be the conditional within-pair effect, b * W , since this measures the change in the log-odds of the outcome per unit change in X ij À X X i , the deviation of the twin's X value from the pair mean (or equivalently, from their co-twin's X value). The populationaveraged version of this parameter, b W , is of less interest since it measures the average change in the log-odds across all twin pairs. Conversely, it is the population-averaged version of the between-pair effect that appears to be more readily interpretable.
Finally, it is worth noting that the conditional likelihood method may be used to fit the analogue of model (3) for a dichotomous outcome: see last line of Table 2 . Unlike the continuous paired-difference method, the analogy is not exact, and this method is not as efficient as likelihood estimation of model (2D).
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Discussion
How should regression analysis be applied in twin studies? Although some authors have recently recommended the use of the within-pairs and between-pairs model (2), 9, 16 practice in the twin literature has generally followed the paireddifference approach (3), which we have shown can be subsumed under model (2) . A prominent recent strand of the literature has fitted the 'twins-as-individuals' model (1), and suggested that substantive conclusions should be based on comparing the results with those from within-pair analysis, i.e. comparing estimates of b C and b W . 5, 7, 8, 24 However, if the more general model (2) holds, i.e. if b W 6 ¼ b B , then it will be difficult to interpret the estimated value of b C . In this regard, it can be shown that the GLS estimate of b C is a weighted average of the estimates of b W and b B where the weights depend on the within-pair correlation in both the outcome and the covariate. 17, 25 Model
(1) may be seen as addressing the question: how does Y vary with X (in the twin population) when one treats each twin separately? If we ignore the co-twin and ask how predictable is the outcome simply on the basis of the current twin's covariate value, then fitting model (1) may be appropriate. It may be, however, that the resulting association is wholly or partially confounded by factors that we know about, at least indirectly, because of the data we have on the co-twin.
To investigate an association after removing all confounding by factors shared between twins, one should examine the within-pair effect b W . We have shown how this can be done either by performing the traditional paired-differences analysis [approach (3)], or by fitting the more general model (2) . Advantages of fitting model (2) are that it allows (i) direct examination of whether a common-effect model (b W 5 b B ) fits the data and (ii) simultaneous examination of other confounding effects due to factors that may be constant or variable within twin pairs. (Constant confounders will not affect b W but may affect b B while variable confounders may affect both.) Table 2 Estimates of odds ratios from logistic regression models for the association between risk of low birth weight (defined as Z-score , À1) and log 2 EPO level for 220 DZ twin infants, under alternative regression approaches as described in the text Parameter Estimation method Estimate P-value 95% CI Model (1) 
How then do we interpret the results of fitting model (2)?
The within-pair effect b W is quite readily interpretable: the equivalence with the paired-difference analysis reflects the fact that this parameter represents an association that is free of confounding due to factors that are common to the two twins. As pointed out elsewhere, 24, 26 this supports interpretation in terms of possible causal mechanisms related to individualspecific factors such as different fetal nutrient supply lines: large values indicating for instance that whatever fetal factors underlie within-pair differences in X may also be driving the associated differences in Y.
The between-pair effect b B reflects further variation in Y that can be explained by variation in the twin-pair mean of X. It may be unwise, however, to invest too much meaning in this latter parameter. Although the parameterization used in expression (2) has attractive features, there are many other possible re-expressions of the model. For example a recent paper has suggested that analysts might prefer to use the alternative version of the model expressed as
where
27 Note that this model is simply a reparametrization of model 2 and, therefore, its fit to the data will be identical. The parameter b B* may be interpreted as the expected difference in outcome for a unit change in pair-mean X while holding the individual X value fixed. This parameter may be used to predict the difference in outcome between two individuals with the same X value but different pair-mean values (which obviously can only arise from the individuals having different co-twin values). Whether this is a more useful quantity than b B , which predicts difference in outcome per unit of pair average between two individuals who have the same deviation from their pair average, is a matter of opinion. Clearly the two values will in general be quite different, and indeed b B* may be substantial in the presence of a negligible b B [as in the EPO example, whereb b B* 5 0.27 (95% CI 0.11-0.43)]. This duality of possible interpretations between regression parameters occurs whenever covariates in a multiple regression specification are functionally related to each other. Another example is in the fitting of models for later-life outcomes such as blood pressure using standardized body size measures at birth and at current age, where the model can be interpreted either in terms of parameters for birth weight and current weight or in terms of parameters for birth weight and growth or change in weight between the two points. 28, 29 The primary attraction of the original parameterization used in (2) may be the technical feature that the covariates X ij À X X i and X X i are 'orthogonal' to each other. This means that the coefficients and their estimates are well-defined independently of each other: separately regressing the individual twin values Y ij on either the twin-pair mean or twin-pair difference of the covariate yields b B or b W , respectively. In fact the same point estimates are obtained using OLS as with the GLS methods, although as noted above correct standard errors require estimation based on a model incorporating correlation between twins.
So far we have considered only the regression of Y on X, that is, we have tried to explain variation in Y conditional on the observed pattern of X values, which was assumed to be fixed or 'given' in the usual sense of regression analysis. However, there may be little variation in X, especially within pairs, in which case there will be little scope for discerning related variation in Y and the corresponding estimated regression coefficient will have a large standard error. In order to explain the joint variation of two measures it is possible to develop a joint or bivariate model for X and Y, rather than relying on the regression approach of pretending that one variable is 'given' and that we are only interested in modelling the variation of the other one given the first. A natural approach is to build a variance components models for each of X and Y, where different components are included to represent sources of variation common to either or both the measurements on X and Y within a twin pair. 15, 30 Such a model is capable of representing a range of underlying biological sources of variability, and in particular can be used in the manner of traditional twin study analysis to address the question of whether the within-pair correlations of either X or Y, and the regression relationship between them, appear to be explicable by genetic factors.
Conclusion
If the investigator is only interested in within-pair effects, that is, in the association of Y with X after removing all shared factors (covariates that are constant between twins), then the simple paired-difference analysis is sufficient. If one wishes to estimate an average relationship across the twin population without specifically using information on twin's shared characteristics, then model (1) provides an appropriate approach, except that the model should be fitted using a GLS method that allows for the correlation between twins. However, the more general model (2) is recommended since it allows simultaneous examination of both within-pair and betweenpair effects, and if these effects are different then the results for model (1) are of less interest. We, therefore, recommend fitting model (2) using GLS ('mixed model' estimation or GEE), with the following general interpretations of the possible results: If b B % 0 then we conclude that the only association is a dependence of the outcome on within-pair difference in covariate, not on the absolute level of the covariate. This would be consistent with causal mechanisms that relate to individual-specific factors that vary between twins in a pair, reflected in differences in the covariate and related differences in the outcome. If b W % 0 we conclude that any association of Y with X, which would then only appear in the form of a non-zero b B , can be explained by shared twin-pair factors. Once these are adjusted for, the association disappears, so an association found in a crude (unpaired) association between Y and X [an analysis assuming model (1)] could be explained as being due to confounding by these shared factors.
If b B % b W we may conclude that expected change in the outcome for a given change in the covariate is the same irrespective of whether the comparison is made between two twins or between two unrelated individuals in the twin population. It seems reasonable to infer from this that if there is a causal mechanism underlying the association then it cannot rely entirely on shared, twin-pair level (e.g. maternal), factors. For one thing, such factors are by definition similar if not constant within twin pairs and so should not lead to differences in X, let alone to related differences in Y. On the other hand, given a non-zero b B , the effect cannot be purely due to within-pair mechanisms. If both coefficients are non-zero but not equal, the interpretation becomes more complex-a compromise between the previously described three extremes.
Most of this paper has concentrated on continuous outcome measures, for which direct linear modelling of the mean, with normal error terms, is a natural approach (possibly after transformation of the outcome variable). Much epidemiological analysis is concerned with dichotomous outcomes, where the standard approach of logistic regression is to model the logodds of the parameter of interest (the risk or probability of the outcome), with a binomial error distribution. As we have outlined, many of the concepts discussed in this paper carry over to the logistic regression framework, but there are some important further complications, in particular the fact that the ML and GEE approaches to model estimation diverge, as commonly applied-the GEE method is used to estimate marginally specified models while ML is used for a conditionally specified random-effects model. These two types of models involve different parameter definitions that require different interpretations. 19, 20 A further issue that requires comment is handling dichotomous covariates. These provide a special case, since the deviation from the pair mean, or half the difference between twins, can be only À½ or ½, when the twins are discordant, or 0 when the twins are concordant (assuming the dichotomous X is coded 0/1). The pair mean can only take the values 0, ½, or 1. With dichotomous covariates the concept of betweenpair regression effects may not be useful and it appears best to analyse such covariates by examining within-pair differences amongst discordant pairs.
Returning to the application of the continuous normal linear model, many studies seek to draw conclusions about possible causal pathways by comparing regression parameters between various strata in the twin population, with the classic example being the comparison between MZ and DZ twins. These inferences need to be approached with caution, for reasons discussed in the previous section, but certain cases may be reasonably compelling. For instance, in the birth weight-EPO example, the comparison of the estimated value of b W between twin pairs born by elective Caesarean section and those born vaginally indicated a stronger within-pair association in the Caesarean-born twins. This suggests that the twin-specific factors underlying this association may be blunted by various extraneous changes in EPO levels related to exposure to labour, which one would not expect to be predictive of birth weight.
Similarly, one might argue that a smaller within-pair regression coefficient for MZ twins than for DZ twins should be taken as evidence that the association is due to genetic factors, which are 'matched out' for the MZ pairs. It is possible, however, for the within-pair regression coefficients for MZ and DZ pairs to be similar even if the observed withinpair correlation structure for the outcome and exposure is consistent with a genetic influence. 15 More work is needed to clarify these issues but we believe it is not feasible to use regression methods to derive conclusions about the role of genetic factors in explaining associations. As always, epidemiologists need to keep in mind the limitations of regression methodology, 31 remembering that it is fundamentally only a tool for assessing patterns of variation in an outcome conditional on one or more covariates. With twin data, the difficulties are increased, since one needs to consider whether the modelling should be conditional just on the individual's covariate(s) or on their correlated twin's as well. Explaining the causes of systematic variation identified by the regression model will in general require information from beyond the data, especially in the absence of randomization to control unknown confounders. 
